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ADDENDUM NO. 1 
RFCSP # 18-0036 

 
Date:  June 14, 2018 
 
To:   All Interested Parties 
   
From:  Grady Garrow, CPPB 
  Buyer 
 
      
Re: RFCSP No. 18-0036 Siphon 7 Improvements – Phase 1 
 
  
The following additions, deletions, changes or clarifications to RFCSP No. 18-0036 are hereby 
made a part of the originally issued documents for the above referenced project as fully and as 
completely as though the same were included therein. 

  

RFCSP #18-0036 

 

General 

 

1. Reference documents are attached to this addendum as Exhibit A for the purpose of 

information only per Technical Specification Section 00 31 19 – EXISTING 

CONDITION INFORMATION. Such reports and supplemental information are not 

part of the Contract Documents. 

 

2. Proposers to submit an electronic copy of their proposal using the Excel template file 

titled: CSP 18-0036 Siphon 7 Proposal Form.xls that will be available for download on 

the SJRA website and Brazos Valley bidding site.  See modifications regarding the 

submission of the file under the Technical Specifications and Drawings section of this 

addendum. 
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Questions 

 

1. Is there an estimated budget for the project? 

Answer: The Engineer’s Opinion of Probable Construction Cost is $1,667,050.00 per 

Specification Section 00 21 13.02 – INSTRUCTIONS TO OFFERORS, Section 8.2. The 

estimate is based on Proposal Option 1 only. 

 

2. I would like to formally request that Quadex GeoKrete Geoploymer be an approved 

product for the geopolymer pipe lining scope for this project. 

Answer: Product substitutes will be considered and all substitutes and “Approved Equal” 

items should follow the submittal process as stated in Specification 00 72 00 - GENERAL 

CONDITIONS, Section 6.02.5. 

 

 

Technical Specifications and Drawings 

 

1. Section 00 21 13.03 – INSTRUCTIONS TO OFFERORS- Add the following to the 

last sentence in Section 21.1 “and completed Excel template file titled CSP 18-0036 

Siphon 7 Proposal Form.xls.” 

 

2. Section 00 21 13.03 – INSTRUCTIONS TO OFFERORS- Add the following to the 

last sentence in Section 21.4.10 “and completed Excel template file titled CSP 18-0036 

Siphon 7 Proposal Form.xls.” 

 

3. Section 00 41 00.02 – PROPOSAL FORM - Add the following to the end of the last 

bullet item in Section F. Proposal Supplements: “and completed Excel template file 

titled CSP 18-0036 Siphon 7 Proposal Form.xls.” 

 

 

 
 
 
All provisions which are not so amended or supplemented remain in full force and effect. 
 
Please acknowledge receipt of this addendum with signature and date and return with completed 
Proposal/Quotation. Failure to do so may cause your Proposal to be considered non-responsive. 

 
Receipt of this Addendum No. 1 is hereby acknowledged 

 
             
Authorized Signature        Date 
 
           
Company Name 



EXHIBIT A
SIPHON 7 IMPROVEMENTS – PHASE 1 

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION PACKET  

REFERENCE DOCUMENTS INCLUDED: 

 TEMPORARY CONSTRUCTION EASEMENT & SIDE LETTER AGREEMENT

 2015 GEOTECHNICAL INVESTIGATION REPORT BY AVILES ENGINEERING CORP.

 2018 PIPE INSPECTION TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM BY V&A CONSULTING ENGINEERS

 2018 FLOW TEST TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM BY TEXAS WATER ENGINEERING, PLLC

 EXCERPT FROM 2008 DIVE INSPECTION REPORT BY INTERNATIONAL DIVING SERVICES, LLC
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TEMPORARY CONSTRUCTION EASEMENT AGREEMENT 

NOTICE OF CONFIDENTIALITY RIGHTS: IF YOU ARE A NATURAL PERSON, YOU 

MAY REMOVE OR STRIKE ANY OR ALL OF THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION 

FROM ANY INSTRUMENT THAT TRANSFERS AN INTEREST IN REAL PROPERTY 

BEFORE IT IS FILED FOR RECORD IN THE PUBLIC RECORDS: YOUR SOCIAL 

SECURITY NUMBER OR YOUR DRIVER'S LICENSE NUMBER. 

THE STATE OF TEXAS  § 

§ KNOW ALL PERSONS BY THESE PRESENTS: 

COUNTY OF HARRIS  § 

THAT FOR AND IN CONSIDERATION of the sum of Ten and No/100 Dollars ($10.00) 

and other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby 

acknowledged, MWV INVESTMENTS, LLC, a Texas limited liability company (being referred 

to herein as "Grantor," whether one or more) has GRANTED, SOLD, and CONVEYED, and by 

these presents does GRANT, SELL, and CONVEY, unto the SAN JACINTO RIVER 

AUTHORITY, a governmental agency and body politic and corporate operating in Harris and 

Montgomery Counties, Texas (the "Authority"), and having a mailing address of P.O. Box 329, 

Conroe, Texas 77305, Attention: General Manager, its successors and assigns, a temporary 

construction easement over, on, across, and under the parcel of land described in Exhibit A (the 

"Work Easement"), for the purpose of providing a work area for the Authority, its agents, 

contractors, subcontractors, and its and their employees for the construction, installation, 

inspection, maintenance, and repair of the Authority's canal facilities and related appurtenances, 

improvements, and equipment, including, without limitation, (a) canals, siphon structures, and 

control gates, (b) levees and associated lateral and subjacent support for existing and future levees, 

(c) access improvements and road(s) for vehicles and equipment, (d) metering, measurement, 

testing, communication, telecommunication, and telemetry structures and facilities, (e) ditches, 

culverts, and related works for the control and diversion of drainage, and (f) fencing for the control 

of access to and along the Work Easement (collectively, the "Canal Facilities"). 

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the rights, privileges and authority hereby granted unto the 

Authority, its successors and assigns, forever, and Grantor does hereby agree to warrant and defend 

said Work Easement unto the Authority, its successors and assigns, against every person 

whomsoever lawfully claiming or to claim the same or any part thereof by, through or under 

Grantor, but not otherwise.  This Temporary Construction Easement Agreement (this 

"Agreement") and all of its terms, provisions and obligations shall be covenants running with the 

land affected thereby and shall inure to the benefit of and be binding upon Grantor and the 

Authority and their respective successors and assigns. 

The Work Easement is subject to the following terms and conditions: 

1. Grantor shall not do, or permit to be done, by act or omission, anything that 

interferes with the Authority's use of the Work Easement for the purposes described above. 
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2. The Authority hereby agrees to restore the Work Easement to as near the original 

condition as is reasonably practicable. 

3. The Authority's rights in and to the Work Easement, and its right to use the same, 

shall expire upon completion of construction or twenty-four (24) months from the date on of 

execution hereof, whichever occurs first. 

The foregoing terms, conditions, and provisions shall extend to and be binding upon the 

heirs, executors, administrators, successors, and assigns, as applicable, of Grantor and the 

Authority.  The rights granted to the Authority (and the obligations of the Authority hereunder) 

may be assigned in whole or in part by the Authority only to a state agency or another political 

subdivision of the State of Texas that will operate and maintain the Canal Facilities for the 

transportation of water. 

Grantor warrants that Grantor owns the land subject to the Work Easement in fee simple, 

that Grantor has the right, title, and power to convey the rights granted in this Agreement, and that 

Grantor shall execute any further assurance of title reasonably requested by the Authority, its 

successors or assigns. 

This Agreement shall be governed and construed in accordance with the laws of the State 

of Texas.  In case any one or more of the provisions contained in this Agreement shall for any 

reason be held to be invalid, illegal or unenforceable in any respect, such invalidity, illegality or 

unenforceability shall not affect any other provision hereof, and this Agreement shall be construed 

as if such invalid, illegal or unenforceable provision had never been contained herein. 

This Agreement contains the entire agreement between the parties relating to the rights 

herein granted and the obligations herein assumed.  Any or all amendments or modifications 

concerning this Agreement shall be of no force and effect, unless such subsequent amendment or 

modification is in writing and signed by all of the parties hereto or their successors and assigns. 

It shall be conclusively presumed that persons signing on behalf of Grantor and the 

Authority have all requisite power and authority to enter into this Agreement.  The execution and 

delivery of this Agreement by Grantor has been duly authorized by all necessary parties. 

This Agreement may be executed in multiple counterpart originals which, when taken 

together, shall constitute one and the same instrument. 

 

[Signature Pages Follow] 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Grantor has hereunto set his hand this        day of 

_____________, 2018. 

MWV INVESTMENTS, LLC, a  

Texas limited liability company 

 

 

By: ________________________________ 

       Chad D. Vincent, Managing Member 

 

 

 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 

THE STATE OF TEXAS  § 

§ 

COUNTY OF _________  § 

This instrument was acknowledged before me on this _____ day of ____________, 2018, 

by Chad D. Vincent, Managing Member of MWV INVESTMENTS, LLC, a Texas limited 

liability company, on behalf of said limited liability company. 

 

_______________________________ 

Notary Public in and for the 

State of Texas 

(SEAL) 
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SAN JACINTO RIVER AUTHORITY 

By: _____________________________ 

Jace A. Houston, General Manager 

 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 

THE STATE OF TEXAS  § 

§ 

COUNTY OF MONTGOMERY § 

This instrument was acknowledged before me on this _____ day of ____________, 2018, 

by Jace A. Houston, General Manager of SAN JACINTO RIVER AUTHORITY, a 

governmental agency and body politic and corporate, on behalf of said governmental agency. 

 

_______________________________ 

Notary Public in and for the 

State of Texas 

(SEAL) 
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  May 3, 2018 

MWV Investments, LLC 

Attn: Mark Walker 

15220 Bohemian Hall Rd. 

Crosby, TX 77532 

 

 

Re: Letter Agreement between MWV Investments, LLC (the "Owner") and the San 

Jacinto River Authority (the "Authority")  

Dear Mr. Walker: 

Pursuant to that certain Temporary Construction Easement Agreement, recorded in 

Volume ______, Page ____, of the Deed Records of Harris County, Texas, the Authority holds a 

temporary construction easement (the "Temporary Construction Easement") over, under and 

across certain real property owned by Owner for the purpose of providing a work area for the 

Authority, its agents, contractors, subcontractors, and its and their employees for the construction, 

installation, inspection, maintenance, and repair of the Authority's canal facilities and related 

appurtenances, improvements, and equipment.  This Letter Agreement memorializes the following 

supplemental agreements concerning the Temporary Construction Easement by and between the 

Authority and Owner: 

1. The Owner agrees to allow access to and from the "Temporary Construction Easement", in, 

along, upon and across the "Access Area", all as depicted on Exhibit “A” attached hereto.   

2. The Authority will take all reasonable measures to protect the existing driveway and culvert 

located within the Access Area, including but not limited to, the installation of construction 

matting.  If the driveway or culvert is damaged, the Authority shall at its expense restore the 

driveway to substantially the same condition as existed prior to the Authority’s entry upon the 

Access Area.  

3. The Authority will take all reasonable measures to protect the existing trees within and adjacent 

to the Temporary Construction Easement, including the Access Area.  The Owner agrees not 

to hold the Authority responsible for the loss of trees within or adjacent to the Temporary 

Construction Easement, including the Access Area.  

4. Although the Temporary Construction Easement Agreement states that the Authority agrees to 

restore the Work Area to as near the original condition as is reasonably practicable, this will 

not include the replacement of sod within the Temporary Construction Easement or the Access 

Area, which the Owner has agreed to do at their expense. 
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Sincerely, 

SAN JACINTO RIVER AUTHORITY 

 

__________________________________________ 

Jace Houston 

General Manager 

 

 

AGREED on the date(s) indicated below. 

 

 

 MWV INVESTMENTS, LLC 

 

 

By:         

   

                                                                        Name: ____________________________________ 

 

                                                                        Title: _____________________________________ 

 

      Date:         
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Fill: soft to very stiff, dark gray Fat Clay (CH),
with slickensides
-with gravel 0'-6', and roots 0'-2'

-with ferrous nodules 4'-6'

-light gray and dark gray 8'-10'

Stiff to very stiff, tan and gray Fat Clay (CH),
with slickensides

-with ferrous nodules 14'-16'

-boring cave in at 21' after 24 hours

-with ferrous nodules 23'-25'

Stiff to very stiff, tan and gray Lean Clay w/
Sand (CL), with silt partings and ferrous
nodules
-with silty sand pockets 28'-30'

Termination depth = 40 feet.
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PROJECT: SJRA Main Canal Siphon No. 7 Improvements BORING B-1

DATE 6/18/15 TYPE 4" Dry Auger LOCATION See Boring Location Plan

BORING DRILLED TO 40 FEET WITHOUT DRILLING FLUID

WATER ENCOUNTERED AT 39 FEET WHILE DRILLING

WATER LEVEL AT 21 FEET AFTER 24 HRS

DRILLED BY V&S DRAFTED BY CHL LOGGED BY CHL
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PROJECT NO. G134-15

Surface Elevation (feet): 52.30
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Fill: firm to very stiff, dark gray Fat Clay (CH),
with slickensides
-with roots 0'-2'
-with ferrous nodules 2'-4'

Firm to very stiff, tan and gray Fat Clay (CH),
with slickensides

-with calcareous nodules 10'-12', and ferrous
nodules 10'-16'

-boring cave in at 23.1' after 24 hours

Firm to very stiff, gray and tan Lean Clay w/
Sand (CL), with abundant sand seams and
partings
-with fat clay seams 33'-35'

Termination depth = 40 feet.
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PROJECT: SJRA Main Canal Siphon No. 7 Improvements BORING B-2

DATE 6/18/15 TYPE 4" Dry Auger LOCATION See Boring Location Plan

BORING DRILLED TO 40 FEET WITHOUT DRILLING FLUID

WATER ENCOUNTERED AT 39 FEET WHILE DRILLING

WATER LEVEL AT 23.1 FEET AFTER 24 HRS

DRILLED BY V&S DRAFTED BY CHL LOGGED BY CHL
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PROJECT NO. G134-15

Surface Elevation (feet): 50.40



Symbol Description

Strata symbols

Fill

High plasticity
clay

Low plasticity
clay

Misc. Symbols

Water table depth
during drilling

Subsequent water
table depth

Pocket Penetrometer

Unconfined Compression

Confined Compression

Soil Samplers

Undisturbed thin wall
Shelby tube

KEY TO SYMBOLS
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GRAIN SIZE ANALYSIS - SIEVE & HYDROMETER

Project : SJRA Siphon No. 7 Improvements Job No.: G134-15

Location of Project: Harris County, Texas Date of Testing: 6/11/2015

      Sand

          Gravel                 Coarse            Fine          Clay

                 to Medium

Curve Boring Depth (ft) Cu Cc D50 (mm)

1 B-2 4-6 N/A N/A N/A

2 0 0 N/A N/A 0.234

3 N. Bank At Channel N/A N/A 0.104

PLATE A-9

AVILES ENGINEERING CORPORATION

Consulting Engineers - Geotechnical, Construction Materials Testing, Environmental 

Silty Sand (SM)

Fill: Fat Clay (CH)

Clayey Sand w/Gravel (SC)

    Soil Description

    Silt

3" #43/4" #40 #200
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RESULTS OF CRUMB TESTS (ASTM D 6572)

Project Name:  SJRA Siphon No. 7 Improvements

Project No.: G134-15 Test Date: 6/10/2015

Boring Depth,

Number feet Crumbles? @15 @30

(Y/N) Minor Moderate Immediate minutes minutes

B-1 4-6 N 1 1

B-2 8-10 N 1 1

Results interpretation:

1 No sign of cloudy water caused by colloidal suspension

2 Bare hint of colloidal cloud formation at surface or soil crumb

3 Easily recognized colloidal cloud covering at least 1/4 to 1/2 of the bottom of the glass container

4 Strong reaction with colloidal cloud covering most of the bottom of the glass container

PLATE A-10

AVILES ENGINEERING CORPORATION
Consulting Engineers - Geotechnical, Construction Materials Testing, Environmental 

If soil crumbles, rate of crumbling

Crumbling Characteristics

Crumb Test 

Classification



Effective Normal Stress (ksf)

TRIAXIAL CU TESTS
MOHR'S CIRCLES

Effective Stress
G134-15 Boring B-1, 6'-8'
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 Total Normal Stress (ksf)

TRIAXIAL CU TESTS
MOHR'S CIRCLES

Total Stress
G134-15 Boring B-1, 6'-8'

Olive-gray and gray FAT CLAY (CH)

LL = 90,      PL = 29,      PI = 61

Wn = 41.53%,      rd = 80.6 pcf,      eo = 1.129
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G134-15 SJRA SIPHON NO. 7 IMPROVEMENTS
DESIGN SOIL PARAMETERS FOR UNDERGROUND UTILITIES AND HEADWALLS

C 
(psf)

C

(psf)
φ

(deg)
Ka K0 Kp

C' 
(psf)

C'

(psf)
φ' 

(deg)
Ka K0 Kp

N/A Select Fill 123 61 C 1600 1100 0 1.00 1.00 1.00 150 100 22 0.45 0.63 2.20
0-10 Fill: soft to stiff CH 115 53 C 600 400 0 1.00 1.00 1.00 100 50 20 0.49 0.66 2.04

10-20 Stiff to very stiff CH 125 63 C* 1400 1000 0 1.00 1.00 1.00 270 100 18 0.53 0.69 1.89
20-30 Stiff to very stiff CL/CH 135 73 N/A 1600 1100 0 1.00 1.00 1.00 150 100 18 0.53 0.69 1.89

0-8 Fill: firm to very stiff CH 115 53 C 1000 700 0 1.00 1.00 1.00 100 50 20 0.49 0.66 2.04
8-12 Firm to stiff CH 114 52 B 600 400 0 1.00 1.00 1.00 100 50 20 0.49 0.66 2.04

12-18 Firm to stiff CH 121 59 B 900 630 0 1.00 1.00 1.00 100 50 18 0.53 0.69 1.89

18-30 Stiff to very stiff CH 121 59
C*

(18-20)
1200 840 0 1.00 1.00 1.00 250 100 18 0.53 0.69 1.89

Notes:  (1)  γ   = Unit weight for soil above water level, γ’ = Buoyant unit weight for soil below water level.

(2) C = Soil ultimate cohesion, C = Soil ahesion between soil and wall base, and φ = Soil friction angle for short term.

(3) C' = Soil ultimate cohesion, C' = Soil ahesion between soil and wall base, and φ' = Soil friction angle for long term.
(4) Friction angle between soil and retaining wall for short term and long term,  or ' = 2/3 φ or φ'.

(5) Ka  = Coefficient of active earth pressure, K0 = Coefficient of at-rest earth pressure, Kp = Coefficient of passive earth pressure, for level backfill.

(6) CL = Lean Clay, CH = Fat Clay

(7) OSHA Soil Types for soils in the top 20 feet below grade:

A: cohesive soils with qu = 1.5 tsf or greater (qu = Unconfined Compressive Strength of the Soil)

B: cohesive soils with qu =  0.5 tsf or greater

C: cohesive soils with qu =  less than 0.5 tsf, fill materials, or granular soil

(8) The above OSHA Soil Types were recommended on assumption that the excavations are dewatered; if the site is not dewatered, all submerged 

      soils should be classified as OSHA Type C.

γ  
(pcf)

γ' 
(pcf)

OSHA 
Type 

B-2

B-1

Short-Term Long-Term
Location

Depth 
(ft)

Soil Type

PLATE C-1  



PLATE  C-2Reference:  US Army Corps of Engineers Engineering Manual, EM 1110-2-2909, Oct. 31, 1997, Figure 2-5.
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PLATE  D-9



PLATE  D-10
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Table 1. Design Soil Parameters for Slope Stability Analysis (CS-CC and DD) 

Based on Boring B-1 
Depth 
Below 

the Top 
of Levee 

(ft) 

Soil Type 
(pcf)

Short-Term 
(UU) 

Long-Term 
(CD) 

Rapid 
Drawdown (CU)

Cu  
(psf) 

u 

(deg) 
C' 

(psf) 
' 

(deg) 
Ccu 

(psf) 
cu 

(deg) 

n/a 
Compacted 
Select Fill 

123 1600 0 180 22 210 18 

0 to 10 
Fill: soft 

CH 
115 

600 
(Cr=65)

0 
r=21)

100 
(Cr=65)

20 
r=21)

110 
(Cr=65) 

15 
r=21)

10 to 27 
Stiff to 

very stiff 
CH 

125 1400 0 270 18 270 13 

 
 

Table 2. Design Soil Parameters for Slope Stability Analysis (CS-AA and BB) 
Based on Boring B-2 

Depth 
Below 

the Top 
of Levee 

(ft) 

Soil Type 
(pcf)

Short-Term 
(UU) 

Long-Term 
(CD) 

Rapid 
Drawdown (CU)

Cu  
(psf) 

u 

(deg) 
C' 

(psf) 
' 

(deg) 
Ccu 

(psf) 
cu 

(deg) 

n/a 
Compacted 
Select Fill 

123 1600 0 180 22 210 18 

0 to 8 
Fill: firm 
to very 
stiff CH 

115 
1000 

(Cr=65)
0 

r=21)
100 

(Cr=65)
20 

r=21)
110 

(Cr=65) 
15 

r=21)

8 to 18 
Firm to 
stiff CH 

114 600 0 100 20 110 15 

18 to 32 
Firm  to 
very stiff 

CH 
121 1200 0 250 18 250 13 

Notes:   (1)  = wet unit weight of soil; 
(2) Cu =undrained cohesion, u = angle of internal friction, under short term conditions. UU = strength parameters that 

were determined from Unconsolidated-Undrained triaxial tests;   
(3) C' =effective cohesion, ' =effective friction angle, under long term condition; CD = Consolidated-Drained strength 

parameters that were determined from CU triaxial tests with pore pressure measurements; 
(4) Cr = cohesion for desiccated fat clay, r = friction angle for desiccated fat clay; 
(5) Ccu = total cohesion, cu = friction angle, under rapid drawdown condition; CU = strength parameters developed 

from Consolidated-Undrained triaxial tests; 
(6) CH = fat clay. 
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6.217Desiccated CH, r = 115 pcf
Cr = 65 psf, Phir = 21 deg

G134-15 SJRA MAIN CANAL SIPHON NO. 7
CROSS SECTION A-A - SLOPE STABILITY ANALYSIS
EXISTING WATERSIDE SLOPE, UPPER SLOPE H:V = 3:1, GLOBAL SLIDE FOR NORTH EMBANKMENT 
BASED ON BORING B-2, SHORT TERM CONDITION
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Desiccated CH, r = 115 pcf
Cr = 65 psf, Phir = 21 deg

G134-15 SJRA MAIN CANAL SIPHON NO. 7
CROSS SECTION A-A - SLOPE STABILITY ANALYSIS
EXISTING WATERSIDE SLOPE, UPPER SLOPE H:V = 3:1, LOCAL SLIDE FOR NORTH EMBANKMENT 
BASED ON BORING B-2, SHORT TERM CONDITION
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Desiccated CH, r = 115 pcf
Cr = 65 psf, Phir = 21 deg

G134-15 SJRA MAIN CANAL SIPHON NO. 7
CROSS SECTION A-A - SLOPE STABILITY ANALYSIS
EXISTING WATERSIDE SLOPE, UPPER SLOPE H:V = 3:1, GLOBAL SLIDE FOR NORTH EMBANKMENT 
BASED ON BORING B-2, LONG TERM CONDITION
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3.843Desiccated CH, r = 115 pcf
Cr = 65 psf, Phir = 21 deg

G134-15 SJRA MAIN CANAL SIPHON NO. 7
CROSS SECTION A-A - SLOPE STABILITY ANALYSIS
EXISTING WATERSIDE SLOPE, UPPER SLOPE H:V = 3:1, LOCAL SLIDE FOR NORTH EMBANKMENT 
BASED ON BORING B-2, LONG TERM CONDITION
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Desiccated CH, r = 115 pcf
Cr = 65 psf, Phir = 21 deg

G134-15 SJRA MAIN CANAL SIPHON NO. 7
CROSS SECTION A-A - SLOPE STABILITY ANALYSIS
EXISTING WATERSIDE SLOPE, UPPER SLOPE H:V = 3:1, GLOBAL SLIDE FOR NORTH EMBANKMENT 
BASED ON BORING B-2, RAPID DRAWDOWN CONDITION (DURING MAINTENANCE)
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Desiccated CH, r = 115 pcf
Cr = 65 psf, Phir = 21 deg

G134-15 SJRA MAIN CANAL SIPHON NO. 7
CROSS SECTION A-A - SLOPE STABILITY ANALYSIS
EXISTING WATERSIDE SLOPE, UPPER SLOPE H:V = 3:1, LOCAL SLIDE FOR NORTH EMBANKMENT 
BASED ON BORING B-2, RAPID DRAWDOWN CONDITION (DURING MAINTENANCE)
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6.422Desiccated CH, r = 115 pcf
Cr = 65 psf, Phir = 21 deg

G134-15 SJRA MAIN CANAL SIPHON NO. 7
CROSS SECTION B-B - SLOPE STABILITY ANALYSIS
EXISTING WATERSIDE SLOPE, UPPER SLOPE H:V = 3:1, GLOBAL SLIDE FOR NORTH EMBANKMENT 
BASED ON BORING B-2, SHORT TERM CONDITION
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Desiccated CH, r = 115 pcf
Cr = 65 psf, Phir = 21 deg

G134-15 SJRA MAIN CANAL SIPHON NO. 7
CROSS SECTION B-B - SLOPE STABILITY ANALYSIS
EXISTING WATERSIDE SLOPE, UPPER SLOPE H:V = 3:1, LOCAL SLIDE FOR NORTH EMBANKMENT 
BASED ON BORING B-2, SHORT TERM CONDITION

Stiff CH, r = 114 pcf
Cu = 600 psf, Phiu = 0 deg

Fill: firm CH, r = 115 pcf
Cu = 1,000 psf, Phiu = 0 deg
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Desiccated CH, r = 115 pcf
Cr = 65 psf, Phir = 21 deg

G134-15 SJRA MAIN CANAL SIPHON NO. 7
CROSS SECTION B-B - SLOPE STABILITY ANALYSIS
EXISTING WATERSIDE SLOPE, UPPER SLOPE H:V = 3:1, GLOBAL SLIDE FOR NORTH EMBANKMENT 
BASED ON BORING B-2, LONG TERM CONDITION
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4.134Desiccated CH, r = 115 pcf
Cr = 65 psf, Phir = 21 deg

G134-15 SJRA MAIN CANAL SIPHON NO. 7
CROSS SECTION B-B - SLOPE STABILITY ANALYSIS
EXISTING WATERSIDE SLOPE, UPPER SLOPE H:V = 3:1, LOCAL SLIDE FOR NORTH EMBANKMENT 
BASED ON BORING B-2, LONG TERM CONDITION
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Desiccated CH, r = 115 pcf
Cr = 65 psf, Phir = 21 deg

G134-15 SJRA MAIN CANAL SIPHON NO. 7
CROSS SECTION B-B - SLOPE STABILITY ANALYSIS
EXISTING WATERSIDE SLOPE, UPPER SLOPE H:V = 3:1, GLOBAL SLIDE FOR NORTH EMBANKMENT 
BASED ON BORING B-2, RAPID DRAWDOWN CONDITION (DURING MAINTENANCE)
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Desiccated CH, r = 115 pcf
Cr = 65 psf, Phir = 21 deg

G134-15 SJRA MAIN CANAL SIPHON NO. 7
CROSS SECTION B-B - SLOPE STABILITY ANALYSIS
EXISTING WATERSIDE SLOPE, UPPER SLOPE H:V = 3:1, LOCAL SLIDE FOR NORTH EMBANKMENT 
BASED ON BORING B-2, RAPID DRAWDOWN CONDITION (DURING MAINTENANCE)
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Fill: Desiccated CH, r = 115 pcf
Cr = 65 psf, Phir = 21 deg

G134-15 SJRA MAIN CANAL SIPHON NO. 7
CROSS SECTION C-C - SLOPE STABILITY ANALYSIS
EXISTING WATERSIDE SLOPE, UPPER SLOPE H:V = 1.9:1, GLOBAL SLIDE FOR NORTH EMBANKMENT
BASED ON BORING B-1, SHORT TERM CONDITION
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Fill: Desiccated CH, r = 115 pcf
Cr = 65 psf, Phir = 21 deg

G134-15 SJRA MAIN CANAL SIPHON NO. 7
CROSS SECTION C-C - SLOPE STABILITY ANALYSIS
EXISTING WATERSIDE SLOPE, UPPER SLOPE H:V = 1.9:1, LOCAL SLIDE FOR NORTH EMBANKMENT
BASED ON BORING B-1, SHORT TERM CONDITION
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3.259Fill: Desiccated CH, r = 115 pcf
Cr = 65 psf, Phir = 21 deg

G134-15 SJRA MAIN CANAL SIPHON NO. 7
CROSS SECTION C-C - SLOPE STABILITY ANALYSIS
EXISTING WATERSIDE SLOPE, UPPER SLOPE H:V = 1.9:1, GLOBAL SLIDE FOR NORTH EMBANKMENT
BASED ON BORING B-1, LONG TERM CONDITION
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3.418Fill: Desiccated CH, r = 115 pcf
Cr = 65 psf, Phir = 21 deg

G134-15 SJRA MAIN CANAL SIPHON NO. 7
CROSS SECTION C-C - SLOPE STABILITY ANALYSIS
EXISTING WATERSIDE SLOPE, UPPER SLOPE H:V = 1.9:1, LOCAL SLIDE FOR NORTH EMBANKMENT
BASED ON BORING B-1, LONG TERM CONDITION
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Fill: Desiccated CH, r = 115 pcf
Cr = 65 psf, Phir = 21 deg

G134-15 SJRA MAIN CANAL SIPHON NO. 7
CROSS SECTION C-C - SLOPE STABILITY ANALYSIS
EXISTING WATERSIDE SLOPE, UPPER SLOPE H:V = 1.9:1, GLOBAL SLIDE FOR NORTH EMBANKMENT
BASED ON BORING B-1, RAPID DRAWDOWN CONDITION (DURING MAINTENANCE)
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1.464Fill: Desiccated CH, r = 115 pcf
Cr = 65 psf, Phir = 21 deg

G134-15 SJRA MAIN CANAL SIPHON NO. 7
CROSS SECTION C-C - SLOPE STABILITY ANALYSIS
EXISTING WATERSIDE SLOPE, UPPER SLOPE H:V = 1.9:1, LOCAL SLIDE FOR NORTH EMBANKMENT
BASED ON BORING B-1, RAPID DRAWDOWN CONDITION (DURING MAINTENANCE)
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Fill: Desiccated CH, r = 115 pcf
Cr = 65 psf, Phir = 21 deg

G134-15 SJRA MAIN CANAL SIPHON NO. 7
CROSS SECTION C-C - SLOPE STABILITY ANALYSIS
EXISTING LANDSIDE SLOPE, UPPER SLOPE H:V = 3.1:1, GLOBAL SLIDE FOR NORTH EMBANKMENT 
BASED ON BORING B-1, SHORT TERM CONDITION
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Cu = 600 psf, Phiu = 0 deg
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Cu = 1,400 psf, Phiu = 0 deg
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Fill: Desiccated CH, r = 115 pcf
Cr = 65 psf, Phir = 21 deg

G134-15 SJRA MAIN CANAL SIPHON NO. 7
CROSS SECTION C-C - SLOPE STABILITY ANALYSIS
EXISTING LANDSIDE SLOPE, UPPER SLOPE H:V = 3.1:1, LOCAL SLIDE FOR NORTH EMBANKMENT 
BASED ON BORING B-1, SHORT TERM CONDITION
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Fill: Desiccated CH, r = 115 pcf
Cr = 65 psf, Phir = 21 deg

G134-15 SJRA MAIN CANAL SIPHON NO. 7
CROSS SECTION C-C - SLOPE STABILITY ANALYSIS
EXISTING LANDSIDE SLOPE, UPPER SLOPE H:V = 3.1:1, GLOBAL SLIDE FOR NORTH EMBANKMENT
BASED ON BORING B-1, LONG TERM CONDITION
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1 Introduction 
V&A Consulting Engineers (V&A) was retained by San Jacinto River Authority (SJRA) for the condition 

assessment of the SJRA Siphon 7 located near 16900 Crosby Huffman Road, Crosby, TX. Siphon 7 

consists of dual 48-inch diameter Reinforced Concrete Pipes (RCP) and a 60-inch diameter RCP 

approximately 125 Linear Feet (LF) and 135 LF in length, respectively. The siphon pipes share an inlet 

and outlet structure headwall and convey flow from the SJRA canal system under Crosby Huffman Road.  

The purpose of the assessment was to verify the size of each pipe and location of observed defects. The 

condition assessment methods included pipe diameter measurement, surface pH measurement, visual 

observations, non-destructive concrete penetration testing, and photographic documentation. V&A 

performed a confined space manned-entry assessment of the three siphon pipes. This report 

summarizes the findings of this assessment. 

Figure 1-1 shows the arrangement of the siphon. Flow is conveyed from West to East. The 60 -inch line is 

on the south side. The two 48-inch lines (North and South) are on the North side. 

 
Figure 1-1. Siphon 7 Plan View 

Figure 1-2 shows the arrangement of the outlet structure (downstream/east end). The inlet structure is a 

mirror image (left to right along page orientation) of the outlet structure. 
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Figure 1-2. Siphon 7 Outlet Structure 
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2 Approach 

2.1 Access 

The Siphon 7 condition assessment was conducted by personnel trained in confined space entry (CSE). 

The entry was performed on May 18, 2018 during the daytime with the canal system shut down and the 

siphon dewatered. 

The siphon pipes were treated as permit-required confined spaces (PRCS) due to the difficulty of 

ingress and egress to the structures and the potential atmospheric and engulfment hazards that may 

exist. A health and safety plan was prepared and a pre-entry tailgate meeting was conducted 

immediately prior to the entry. For the assessment of the siphon pipes, the entrant made access to 

each pipe from the upstream/west side and exited on the downstream/east side. All entries were 

performed using rope and harness assembly (Photo 2-1). Entrants remained connected to a safety line 

while performing condition assessment activities within the confined space and maintained 2 -way radio 

communication throughout the assessment. 

 

Photo 2-1. Confined Space Entry at SJRA Siphon 7 48-inch North 
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Appropriate personal protective equipment (PPE) was worn by the entrant and included a 4-gas monitor to 

continuously sample the atmosphere in the confined spaces. The monitors were calibrated to alarm if 

threshold values of hydrogen sulfide (H2S), carbon monoxide (CO), and/or LEL (explosive) gases were present, 

or if safe oxygen (O2) levels were not present in the air. Forced air ventilation was used to mitigate atmospheric 

hazards. 

 

One V&A staff entered the siphon pipe, and two V&A staff provided supporting roles as attendants on 

each end of the siphon. SJRA provided dewatering of the inlet/outlet structures and the majority of the 

siphon pipes. Sand bags and a bypass pump were used to prevent backwatering from the downstream 

side of the canal into the siphon. V&A dewatered the remaining water within the pipes using transfer 

pumps. V&A followed local, state, federal, and industry standard health and safety guidelines. 

 

Photo 2-2. Dewatering at Downstream End of Siphon 7 

2.2 Visual Assessment 

Observations made during the condition assessment of the siphon pipes were documented with digital 

photographs. The visual assessment focused on the condition of concrete and metallic surfaces comprising 

the pipe walls. Observations such as spalling, holes, and exposed/corroded reinforcing steel were recorded 

when found. Pipeline joints were evaluated for offsets, infiltration, gaps, and other notable items. It should be 

noted that much of the condition assessment data is subjective and is based upon V&A’s extensive experience 

evaluating concrete facilities in the wastewater industry. 
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2.3 Dimension Measurements 

V&A measured the internal pipe diameter at various locations for verification and assessment purposes. 

Diameter measurements were generally taken at the inlet, mid-point, and outlet. 

 

2.4 Debris Removal 

V&A assisted SJRA with debris removal from within the siphon pipes. Debris consisted primarily of rocks 

less than 24-inches in any one dimension, wood products (including tree debris and finished boards), 

and other miscellaneous trash. Debris was placed at the inlet and outlet structures for removal from the 

canal by SJRA. 

 

2.5 Concrete Penetration Testing 

Penetration measurements involve applying a consistent level of force from a pointed tool to the concrete 

surface until sound, hard material is reached, and then measuring the depth of the resulting cavity. The cavity 

depth provides quantitative data on the integrity and condition of the concrete surfaces. Typically, as concrete 

deteriorates, the cement paste begins to lose integrity and becomes soft. Carbonation and exposure to 

aggressive water chemistry (high sulfate, low pH) are typical causes of degraded concrete surface hardness. A 

measure of the loss of concrete surface hardness based on depth of penetration measurements is displayed in 

Table 2-1. While the test is subjective due to variations in applied force, it does provide a means of comparison 

between different portions of the study area and general trends over time. 

 

Table 2-1. Evaluation of Concrete Surface Hardness 

Penetration Depth (in.) Loss of Surface Hardness 

> 1/4 Significant 

1/8 – 1/4 Moderate 

1/16 – 1/8 Minor 

< 1/16 Negligible 

 

2.6 Concrete Surface pH Testing 

The corrosion of concrete and other cementitious materials is of primary concern in water pipelines that rely on 

this material to provide passivation of the underlying steel. Concrete is an extremely versatile and inexpensive 

construction material, particularly for large hydraulic structures and pipes. Therefore, when this universal 

building material cannot perform adequately, it presents a significant challenge for the designer. 

 

In general, with conventional concrete mix designs using common Type II Portland cements, concrete has the 

ability to withstand moderately low pH surfaces (≈ 6.0) for long periods of time. The generally accepted ranges 

for corrosion categories and surface pH values are listed below: 

 

1. Severe Corrosion. This category of concrete corrosion is characterized by significant measurable 

concrete loss or active corrosion. There is exposed aggregate and occasional exposed reinforcing steel. 

The original concrete surface is not distinguishable. The surface is covered with soft, pasty corrosion 
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products where active scouring is not present. There is generally a depressed wall pH (< 3.0) indicating 

active corrosion. 

2. Moderate Corrosion. This category of concrete corrosion is characterized by some concrete loss with 

aggregate slightly exposed but the original concrete surface is still distinguishable. The surface may 

have a thin covering of pasty material which is easily penetrated. There is generally a depressed wall pH 

(< 5.0) indicating moderately corrosive conditions. 

3. Light Corrosion. This category of concrete corrosion is characterized by a slightly depressed pH (< 6.0) 

and a concrete surface that can be scratched with a sharp instrument under moderate hand pressure 

with the removal of some concrete material. The original concrete surface is fully recognizable and 

aggregate may or may not be exposed. 

4. Negligible Corrosion. This category of concrete corrosion is characterized by normal pH ranges (>6.0) 

and a normal concrete surface which cannot be penetrated or removed by a sharp instrument under 

moderate hand pressure. The surface of the concrete may have biological growth and moisture but the 

concrete is normal and the aggregate is not exposed. 

Table 2-2 summarizes the surface pH criteria to determine the severity of corrosion on a concrete pipe. 

Table 2-2. pH and Corrosivity Correlation for Reinforced Concrete 

pH Degree of Corrosivity 

< 3 Severe 

3 to 5 Moderate 

5 to 6 Light 

> 6 Negligible 

 

2.7 VANDA® Reinforced Concrete Condition Index 

The VANDA® Reinforced Concrete Condition Index was created by V&A to provide consistent reporting of 

corrosion damage based on qualitative, objective criteria. As shown in Table 2-3, the condition of concrete 

corrosion can vary from Level 1 to Level 4 based upon visual observations and field measurements, with Level 

1 indicating the best condition and Level 4 indicating severe damage. In general, Level 1 and 2 conditions do 

not require remedial action. However, sometimes recommendations are presented for Level 2 observations to 

prolong the useful life of a structure. Level 3 warrants remedial action such as minor repairs or coating to 

prolong useful life. Level 4 warrants repair and/or replacement. Note that these guidelines are based on 

generally acceptable industry standards and do not represent an engineering analysis of the Siphon 7 

conditions. 
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Table 2-3. VANDA® Reinforced Concrete Condition Index  

Condition 

Rating Description 

Representative 

Photograph 

Level 1 None/Minimal Damage to Concrete 

• Hardness: No Loss 

• Surface Profile: No Loss 

• Cracking: Shrinkage Cracks 

• Spalling: None 

• Reinforcing Steel (Rebar): Not Exposed or Damaged 

 

Level 2 Damage to Concrete Mortar 

• Hardness: Damage to Concrete Mortar 

• Surface Profile: Some Loss 

• Cracking: Thumbnail Sized Cracks of Minimal Frequency 

• Spalling: Shallow Spalling of Minimal Frequency,  

Related Rebar Damage 

• Reinforcing Steel (Rebar): May Be Exposed but Not Damaged 

 

Level 3 Loss of Concrete Mortar/Damage to Rebar 

• Hardness: Complete Loss  

• Surface Profile: Large Diameter Exposed Aggregate 

• Cracking: ¼-inch to ½-inch Cracks, Moderate Frequency 

• Spalling: Deep Spalling of Moderate Frequency,  

Related Rebar Damage 

• Reinforcing Steel (Rebar): Exposed and Damaged, Can Be 

Rehabilitated 

 

Level 4 Rebar Severely Corroded/Significant Damage to Structure 

• Hardness: Complete Loss  

• Surface Profile: Large Diameter Exposed Aggregate 

• Cracking: ½-inch Cracks or Greater, High Frequency 

• Spalling: Deep Spalling at High Frequency, Related Rebar 

Damage 

• Reinforcing Steel (Rebar): Damaged or Consumed,  

Loss of Structural Integrity 

 

© 2011 V&A Consulting Engineers, Inc.  All rights reserved. 

 

2.8 Infiltration  

Water infiltration was noted and coded based on the National Association of Sewer Service Companies 

(NASSCO) Pipeline Assessment Certification Program (PACP) infiltration guidelines. The descriptors for 

the infiltration from the PACP manual are as follows: 
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1. Stain – No moisture present during the inspection but a watermark indicates water has 

entered in the past 

2. Weeper – The slow ingress of water through a defective or faulty joint or pipe wall. No 

visible drips. 

3. Dripper – Water dripping through a defect of faulty joint or pipe wall. Not a continuous 

flow. 

4. Runner – Water running into the sewer through a faulty joint  or pipe wall. A continuous 

flow will be visible 

5. Gusher – Water entering the pipe “under pressure” through a defect of faulty joint.  
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3 Findings 
The overall findings indicate that the Siphon 7 pipes are comprised of 48 -inch and 60-inch diameter 

reinforced concrete pipes with a VANDA concrete rating of level 1 for the majority of pipe. The concrete 

surface was hard with no observable penetration and exhibited a pH between 6 and 8. Joints with 

missing mortar, offset joints, and separated joints were observed throughout. Most of the joint gaps 

were found near the inlet and outlet side of the pipe where the siphon pipe slopes down/up towards the 

pipe outlet. Some areas of surface delamination and damaged mortar were also observed near joints. A 

sag in the pipe was observed in the 48-inch South pipe, near the location of a diagonal cold joint, 

resulting in approximately 9-inches of standing water. Observed pipeline lengths were consistent with 

values reported by SJRA. Figure 3-1 presents a summary of the findings. 

The following section provides detailed observations for each siphon pipe and the results of testing 

performed. Clock and photo positions are with respect to the downstream direction, unless otherwise 

noted. Distances are measured relative to the inlet of the pipe.  Findings are presented in the order in 

which each pipe was assessed. All photos from the internal assessment are presented in Appendix A. 

 
Figure 3-1. Siphon 7 Investigation Findings 

3.1 60-Inch 

The 60-inch pipe was observed to have an internal diameter of 60 inches (59 inches at 10 ft). The pipe 

wall was observed to have a VANDA concrete rating of level 1. The surface was generally smooth, was 

hard when subjected to penetration testing, and no observable voids were found during random 

concrete sounding. The surface had an observed pH of 6. 

Photos 3-1 to 3-6 show observations within the 60-inch pipe. Water infiltration was observed at multiple 

joints at approximately 15 ft (runner), 20 ft (runner), 25 ft (dripper and runner), and 125 ft (dripper). At 

the first joint, a 3-inch wide gap was observed at the 5 o’clock position and a 7 -inch wide gap was 

observed at the 7 o’clock position. The joint gap was varied between 2 to 3-inches in depth.  A 3.5-inch 

wide gap with 2 to 3-inches of joint depth was observed at the 3rd joint (approximately 15 ft) from the 

12 to 5 o’clock positions, near the change in direction (Photo 3-2). A similar 3-inch wide gap, and 1-inch 

joint depth was observed at the change in direction near the outlet (approximately 125 ft). Smaller gaps 

48” North

48” South

60”

FLOW FLOW

INLET

Joint Defect

Pipe Sag

Cold Joint

Diameter Measurement Location

Observed Spalling

OUTLET

Infiltration
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of 1-inch or less were observed at 20 ft and 80 ft. A 0.5-inch pipe joint offset was observed near 75 ft. 

Small areas of surface delamination were observed in various locat ions (Photo 3-6). Small debris (rocks 

and bottles) were observed at the inlet structure (Photo 3-1), invert of the pipe (Photo 3-3), and outlet 

structure. 

  

Photo 3-1. 60-inch Inlet Structure Photo 3-2. Pipe Joint Gap (15 ft) 

  

Photo 3-3. Debris (Typ.) Photo 3-4. 60-inch Pipe Condition (Typ.) 
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Photo 3-5. Surface Profile and Pipe Joint (Typ.) Photo 3-6. Surface Delamination (Typ.) 

Following completion of the condition assessment, SJRA installed a steel plate across the inlet structure 

to facilitate a flow test through the two 48-inch pipes (Photo 3-7). 

 

Photo 3-7. Steel Plate Installation at 60-inch Inlet Structure (Perfomed by SJRA) 
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3.2 48-Inch South 

The 48-inch South pipe was observed to have an internal diameter of 48 inches. The pipe wall was 

observed to have a VANDA concrete rating of level 1, with the exception of small section of spalling that 

was observed as a level 2. The surface was generally smooth, was hard when subjected to penetration 

testing, and no observable voids were found during random concrete sounding.  The surface had an 

observed pH of 6. 

Photos 3-8 to 3-15 show observations within the 48-inch South pipe. A possible sag in the pipe was 

observed near 50 ft (Photo 3-12), indicated by increased water depth at this location (9 inches). A an 

inconsistency in the pipe surface similar to diagonal cold joint was observed on each side of the pipe (3 

and 9 o’clock) at approximately 60 ft  (Photo 3-13), typical of cast-in-place construction. The surface 

inconsistency did not appear to be a crack, did not appear to have any obvious repair materials present, 

and appeared to be an inherent part of concrete matrix. The profile of the pipe itself was consistent on 

either side. Assuming the pipe is precast as reported, it is possible this surface inconsistency occurred 

at the manufacturing facility. 

A 1.5-inch wide gap and 1” joint depth was observed at the 2nd joint (approximately 10 ft) with missing 

mortar (Photo 3-11). A similar 1-inch wide gap and 0.5” joint depth was observed at the last pipe joint 

between the 1 and 10 o’clock positions . A 4-inch by 8-inch area and 1-inch depth of surface spalling 

(VANDA level 2) was observed at approximately 100 ft at the 7 o’clock position  (Photo 3-14 and Photo 3-

15). At the deepest point, the defect was 1-inch deep relative to the adjacent pipe surface. Other 

smaller areas of surface delamination near pipe joints were also observed  (Photo 3-10). Small debris 

(rocks, boards, and bottles) were observed at the inlet structure, invert of the pipe (Photo 3-9), and 

outlet structure.  

  

Photo 3-8. 48-inch South Inlet Structure Photo 3-9. Pipe Profile and Debris (Typ.) 
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Photo 3-10. Surface Delamination at Joint (Typ.) Photo 3-11. 1.5-inch Joint Gap at 10 ft 

  

Photo 3-12. Possible Pipe Sag Photo 3-13. Possible Diagonal Cold Joint 

  

Photo 3-14. Surface Spalling at 100 ft (A) Photo 3-15. Surface Spalling at 100 ft (B) 
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3.3 48-Inch North 

The 48-inch North pipe was observed to have an internal diameter of 48 inches. The pipe wall was observed to 

have a VANDA concrete rating of level 1. The surface was generally smooth, was hard when subjected to 

penetration testing, and no observable voids were found during random concrete sounding. The surface had 

an observed pH between 7 and 8. 

Photos 3-16 to 3-20 show observations within the 48-inch North pipe. A ¾-inch wide gap with ¼-inch depth 

and 1-inch wide gap with 3.5-inch depth were observed at the 1st and last joints, respectively, with missing 

mortar. Joint gaps of 1-inch or less and missing mortar were also observed at 30, 40, 100, and 110 ft (Photo 

3-18). Small debris (rocks, boards, and bottles) were observed at the inlet structure, invert of the pipe, and 

outlet structure (Photo 3-20). A piece of debris approximately 18-inches long located near the inlet structure 

appeared to be cast into the pipe invert and could not be removed (Photo 3-19). 

  

Photo 3-16. 48-inch North Inlet Structure Photo 3-17. Pipe Surface (Typ.) 

  

Photo 3-18. Small Joint Gap (Typ.) Photo 3-19. Debris Cast in Pipe Invert 
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Photo 3-20. Removed Debris (Typ.) 
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4 Recommendations 
The Siphon 7 pipes have an overall VANADA concrete condition rating of level 1. The observed defects 

do not appear to be impacting the functionality of the pipes. While some water is likely leaking out of 

the joint gaps, there were no observed areas of erosion occurring behind the joint and the canal system 

is earthen bank (i.e. water loss to surrounding soil is much higher along the entirety of the canal). Filling 

of joint gaps with a non-shrink grout could reduce the risk of future erosion. The joint gaps, location of 

observed spalling, and surface defect similar to a cold joint should be observed on a regular basis for 

any changes (a minimum of every 3 to 5 years).  
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Appendix A 
Photo Log 

60-Inch 

  

IMG_3953. 60-inch Inlet Structure IMG_3954. Pipe Inlet 

  

IMG_3955. Pipe Inlet (Upstream View) IMG_3956. Pipe Joint Missing Mortar @ 10ft 

60-inch/IMG_3953.JPG
60-inch/IMG_3954.JPG
60-inch/IMG_3955.JPG
60-inch/IMG_3956.JPG
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IMG_3957. 3.5-Inch Joint Gap at Inlet Change in 

Direction (A) 

IMG_3958. 3.5-Inch Joint Gap at Inlet Change in 

Direction (B) 

  

IMG_3959. 3.5-Inch Joint Gap at Inlet Change in 

Direction (C) 

IMG_3960. 3.5-Inch Joint Gap at Inlet Change in 

Direction (D) 

  

IMG_3961. 60-Inch Pipe and Debris IMG_3962. Pipe Joint Missing Mortar @ 80 ft 

60-inch/IMG_3957.JPG
60-inch/IMG_3957.JPG
file:///C:/Users/chunniford/Desktop/SJRA%20Siphon%207%20Photos/60-inch/IMG_3958.JPG
file:///C:/Users/chunniford/Desktop/SJRA%20Siphon%207%20Photos/60-inch/IMG_3958.JPG
file:///C:/Users/chunniford/Desktop/SJRA%20Siphon%207%20Photos/60-inch/IMG_3959.JPG
file:///C:/Users/chunniford/Desktop/SJRA%20Siphon%207%20Photos/60-inch/IMG_3959.JPG
file:///C:/Users/chunniford/Desktop/SJRA%20Siphon%207%20Photos/60-inch/IMG_3960.JPG
file:///C:/Users/chunniford/Desktop/SJRA%20Siphon%207%20Photos/60-inch/IMG_3960.JPG
file:///C:/Users/chunniford/Desktop/SJRA%20Siphon%207%20Photos/60-inch/IMG_3961.JPG
file:///C:/Users/chunniford/Desktop/SJRA%20Siphon%207%20Photos/60-inch/IMG_3962.JPG
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IMG_3963. Debris IMG_3964. 60-inch Pipe (A) 

  

IMG_3966. Pipe Joint (Typ.)  IMG_3967. 60-Inch Pipe Wall 

  

IMG_3970. 60-inch Pipe (B) IMG_3971. 60-Inch Pipe Crown 

file:///C:/Users/chunniford/Desktop/SJRA%20Siphon%207%20Photos/60-inch/IMG_3963.JPG
file:///C:/Users/chunniford/Desktop/SJRA%20Siphon%207%20Photos/60-inch/IMG_3964.JPG
file:///C:/Users/chunniford/Desktop/SJRA%20Siphon%207%20Photos/60-inch/IMG_3966.JPG
file:///C:/Users/chunniford/Desktop/SJRA%20Siphon%207%20Photos/60-inch/IMG_3967.JPG
file:///C:/Users/chunniford/Desktop/SJRA%20Siphon%207%20Photos/60-inch/IMG_3970.JPG
60-inch/IMG_3971.JPG
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IMG_3972. 60-inch Pipe (C) IMG_3973. 60-inch Pipe Outlet  

  

IMG_3974. Pipe Invert IMG_3978. Surface Delamination (Typ.) 

  

IMG_3979. 60-inch Pipe Outlet and 3.5-inch Joint 

Gap at Change in Direction 

IMG_3980. Pipe Joint Missing Mortar at Last Joint  

file:///C:/Users/chunniford/Desktop/SJRA%20Siphon%207%20Photos/60-inch/IMG_3972.JPG
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IMG_3981. Debris at 60-inch Pipe Outlet (A) IMG_3982. Debris at 60-inch Pipe Outlet (A)) 

48-Inch South 

  

IMG_4004. Debris at Pipe Inlet  IMG_4005. Delamination at Pipe Joint (Typ.) 

  

IMG_4007. Joint Gap (Typ.) IMG_4009. Pipe Joint Missing Mortar @ 10ft 
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IMG_4011. 48-inch South Pipe (A) IMG_4017. Pipe Invert @ 50 ft 

  

IMG_4018. Pipe Crown IMG_4019. Diagonal Cold Joint at 60 ft 

  

IMG_4022. 48-inch South Pipe (B) IMG_4024. Surface Spalling @ 100 ft (A) 
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IMG_4025. Surface Spalling @ 100 ft (A) IMG_4026. Surface Spalling @ 100 ft (A) 

  

IMG_4027. Surface Spalling @ 100 ft (A)  IMG_4028. Surface Spalling @ 100 ft (A) 

  

IMG_4029. 48-inch South Pipe Wall (A) IMG_4030. 48-Inch South Pipe Wall (B) 
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48-Inch North 

  

IMG_4037. 48-inch North Pipe  IMG_4038. 48-inch North Pipe Wall (A) 

  

IMG_4044. Joint Gap (Typ.) IMG_4045. Joint Gap (Typ.) 

  

IMG_4051. 48-inch North Pipe Wall (B) IMG_4052. Pipe Crown (A)  
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IMG_4053. 48-inch North Pipe Surface IMG_4054. Pipe Joint (Typ.) 

  

IMG_4057. 48-inch North Pipe Wall (C) IMG_4059. 48-inch North Pipe Wall (D) 

  

IMG_4061. Pipe Crown (B) IMG_4069. 48-inch North Pipe Looking Upstream 
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TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM 

TO:  David Parkhill, Matt Barrett, Kenneth Forrest, 

Daniel Hilderbrandt, Kimberly Wright 

FROM:  Victoria Foss 

DATE:  June 8, 2018 

SUBJECT:  Siphon 7 Flow Test Field Memorandum 

 

 

1.0     INTRODUCTION 

On May 18, 2018, the San Jacinto River Authority (SJRA) with the assistance of Texas Water Engineering 

(TWE) and V&A Consultants performed a multi task field investigation in support of the upcoming Siphon 

7 bypass project.  The purpose of the investigation was to determine the condition of the 60-inch bypass 

and dual 48-inch siphon pipes and to install a steel plate to block off the 60-inch bypass in preparation of 

a field flow test.  Prior to the field investigation, the SJRA developed an In-House work plan that outlined 

the procedures, participants, roles, responsibilities, safety procedures, and equipment to be used. The 

pumps at the LHPS were shut down on May 17th to allow the canal to dewater prior to the inspections 

that began at 8:00 AM on May 18th. 

2.0 PIPE INSPECTIONS 

At 6:00 AM on May 18th, the SJRA mobilized pumps to the downstream area of Siphon 7 to begin 

dewatering the pipes in preparation for the manned inspections (refer to photographs 1 and 2 of Appendix 

A). The pipe inspections were performed by V&A Consulting Engineers under Contract 18-0063, Work 

Order No. 1.   Detailed results from the inspections are summarized under a separate report developed 

by V&A.  The SJRA staff completed the dewatering of the 60-inch bypass around 8:00 AM and the V&A 

inspector entered the pipe at the upstream end around 9:35 AM.  TWE was on-site during the inspection 

and was able to listen to the inspector (via radio communication) narrate what he observed.  TWE was 

able to communicate with the inspector during the inspection to ask questions and obtain additional 

information as needed.  The inspector noted the concrete to be in good overall condition.  However, 

several joints were observed to have some separation.  A few joints were also observed to be missing joint 

material and had water infiltration from the surrounding soils.  There was no indication of large debris 

present in the bypass.  Once the inspector exited the pipe at the downstream end, the SJRA staff began 

the installation of the steel plate to temporarily block off the bypass for the flow test.  While the SJRA was 

installing the steel plate at the bypass, the V&A inspector entered the southern-most 48-inch pipe for 

inspection.  Victoria Foss with TWE was observing the steel plate installation and Abby Crockett with TWE 

was listening to and communicating with the V&A inspector in the 48-inch pipes. The two 48-inch pipes 

were noted to be in good overall condition.  Some joint separation and missing joint material was noted 
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in both 48-inch pipes. The southern 48-inch pipe was observed to have standing water and a sag in the 

pipe approximately 50 feet from the upstream end.  The southern pipe was also observed to have some 

delamination of the pipe 100 feet from the upstream end.  There was no indication of large debris present 

in the pipes. 

3.0  STEEL PLATE INSTALLATION 

Prior to May 18th, the SJRA fabricated a steel plate to be installed across the intake structure of the Siphon 

7 60-inch bypass pipe.  Photograph 4 of Appendix A shows a picture of the fabricated steel plate.  The 

SJRA used the Gradall to remove earthen material approximately 6 to 8-inches below the bottom slab of 

the intake structure and approximately 3 to 4 feet into the south levee to accommodate the plate (see 

photograph 3 of Appendix A).  Once the earth material was removed, the Gradall was used to lift the steel 

plate into position in front of the headwall (see photographs 5 through 7 of Appendix A).  Once the plate 

was in place, the staff used the Gradall to install and compact backfill material along the sides and bottom 

of the plate (see photographs 8 through 10 of Appendix A) with the intent of providing a watertight 

installation.  Once V&A completed the inspection of both 48-inch pipes, the SJRA performed final grading 

upstream of Siphon 7 prior to placing the canal back in service. 

The normal operating water surface elevation (WSEL) of the canal was marked on the north side of the 

intake structure for the 48-inch pipes at Siphon 7 with white spray paint.  It was noted that the normal 

WSEL range is 48 to 40 inches below the top of the intake structure wall (see photograph 11 of Appendix 

A).  These marks were used as reference points during the flow test. 

4.0  FLOW TEST  

The purpose of the flow test was to determine the flow rate from the Lake Houston Pump Station (LHPS) 

that will produce a normal WSEL upstream of Siphon 7 with the 60-inch bypass blocked.  This information 

will be used to determine the range of flows that the SJRA would be comfortable allowing the Siphon 7 

bypass contractor to pass through the two existing 48-inch pipes during construction.  The intent of 

maintaining the normal water surface elevation is to avoid introducing the 48-inch siphon pipes to 

additional pressure during construction. 

The pipe inspections and steel plate installation were complete by 3:00 PM on May 18th and the pumps 

at the LHPS were turned on to place the canal back in service.  The pumps were initially set to pump 65 

MGD in an effort to quickly fill the main canal, and later that evening the pumps were set to pump 

approximately 45 MGD and the system was left to operate at that rate over the weekend in preparation 

for the data collection that began on Monday May 21st.  WSELs were recorded upstream and downstream 

of Siphon 7, Siphon 11, and Siphon 23; measurements were taken using a tape measure from the top of 

the headwall down to the water surface.  Figures 1 through 3 show the measurement locations at each 

siphon.  The WSEL measurements are recorded in Appendix B.  Two measurements were taken at each 

location along with the date, time of reading and current pumping rate at the LHPS.  Once the WSEL 

measurements were observed to be consistent at a given flow rate, the pumping rates were increased, 
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and the system allowed to stabilize.  Stabilization of the system was defined as achieving the same WSEL 

readings for a given flow rate for at least two consecutive readings, which was typically observed to take 

approximately 24 hours. Once the canal system appeared to stabilize, measurements were taken for the 

increased flow rate.  This process was repeated until the normal target water surface elevation (as marked 

on the intake structure of Siphon 7) was reached. 

 

 

Figure 1 - Water Surface Measurement Locations – Siphon 7 

 

 

 

Figure 2 - Water Surface Measurement Locations – Siphon 11 
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Figure 3 - Water Surface Measurement Locations – Siphon 23 

 

 

5.0 SUMMARY  
 

Data was collected during the flow test from May 21st to June 7th and recorded in an Excel spreadsheet.  

The raw data collection spreadsheet is shown in Appendix B of this memorandum.  It was observed during 

the testing period, that the WSELs at the collection points took about 24 hours to stabilize and reach 

steady state. It was also observed that only at flows higher than 60 MGD during the testing period did the 

canal WSEL upstream of Siphon 7 reach higher than the target normal operating range.  Figure 4 below 

provides a graphical representation of the flow test results.   
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Figure 4 – Results from Flow Test 
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Appendix A 

Photographs 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



1 Dewatering pump suction line installation.

2
Cofferdam and pump suction at 60-inch downstream structure 

(looking upstream).



3 Grading for plate installation at the upstream of 60-in bypass.
(looking downstream/southeast)

4 Mobilization of steel plate.



5 Steel plate installation at 60-inch bypass intake structure.
(looking downstream/southeast)

6
Steel plate installation at 60-inch bypass intake structure.

(looking downstream/southeast)



7

8
Backfilling behind steel plate.

(looking downstream/southeast)

Steel plate installation at 60-inch bypass intake structure.
(looking downstream/southeast)



9 Backfill and re-grading behind steel plate.
(looking downstream/southeast)

10
Final installation of steel plate at 60-inch bypass intake structure.

(looking upstream)



11 Target water surface elevations for flow test.

40” from top of headwall

48” from top of headwall



  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix B 

Flow Testing Measurements 
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5/21/18 - the gate going into the south reservoir was set at 30-inches.  The gate at the bypass canal was set at 15-inches.  

5/23/18 - the gate going into the south reservoir was set at 45-inches.  The gate at the bypass canal was set at 14-inches.  

5/24/18 - the gate going into the south reservoir was set at 60-inches.  The gate at the bypass canal was set at 11-inches. 

5/25/18 - received 1/10 -inches of rain, closed the gate at the bypass to 8-inches and kept the gate into the south reservoir at 60-inches.

6/7/18 - The pumps were turned up to 63 MGD on 6/4/18 and the canal was allowed to stabilized before taking the readings on the June 7th.
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RFCSP No. 18-0036 - Siphon 7 Improvements - Phase 1

1 1 LS 01 71 13

Mobilization: 5% (Maximum) of 

total proposal price. See 

Specification Section 01 71 13 

– Mobilization for measurement 

and payment. 

$0.00 $0.00 

2 1 LS
01 55 26

01 57 13.02

10 14 53

Installation of stabilized 

construction access and traffic 

control as shown on Drawings, 

complete in place and 

maintained during entire 

project. 

$0.00 $0.00 

3 1 LS 01 57 23

Installation of silt fence (filter 

fabric fence), as shown on the 

Drawings, complete in place, 

maintained during entire 

project, and removed at final 

completion of project. 

$0.00 $0.00 

4 1 LS 01 56 39

Installation of tree protection, 

as shown on the Drawings, 

complete in place, maintained 

during entire project, and 

removed at final completion of 

project. 

$0.00 $0.00 

5 1 LS 31 41 00 Trench Safety $0.00 $0.00 

A4. Proposal Option No. 4

Item No. Qty. Unit Description
Unit Price (this column 

controls)
Proposal PriceSpec. Reference

PROPOSAL FORM: OPTION NO. 4: EXTENSION AND GEOPLOYMER LINING OF EXISTING 60-INCH RCP, NEW 60-INCH STEEL 
PIPE ON NORTHERN SIDE OF EASEMENT
The respondent shall complete the following Proposal Form template, which directly corresponds to the project specifications. The contractor shall not make 
changes to the format of this file. 

Offeror's Name:



6 1 LS Division 31

Grade canal and project site as 

shown on the Drawings and 

compact all fill areas to 95% 

standard proctor density in 

applicable specified lifts. 

(Includes the installation of 

crushed concrete base material 

to show future cofferdam limits, 

and import of select fill material, 

if necessary). 

$0.00 $0.00 

7 1 LS 02 41 13.13

Removal of existing reinforced 

concrete headwall structures 

and associated reinforced 

concrete pipe as shown on 

Drawings. 

$0.00 $0.00 

8 1 LS
01 74 23

32 92 13

Hydromulch, seeding, and 

restoration of all disturbed 

areas. 

$0.00 $0.00 

9 1 LS

Division 31 

33 11 16

Installation of Geopolymer 

lining of existing 60-inch 

reinforced concrete bypass 

pipe, and pipe extensions, 

including all fittings, gaskets, 

etc. as shown on Drawings. 

Complete in place.   

$0.00 $0.00 

10 1 LS
Division 31 

33 05 23.19 

33 11 13.02 

Installation of Northern 60-inch 

nominal diameter, steel siphon 

pipe as shown on Drawings, 

including but not limited to 

jacking, excavation, shoring, 

backfill, fittings, post-installation 

inspection, and all other 

incidentals, complete in place. 

$0.00 $0.00 

11 1 LS 31 37 01

Installation of 18-inch thick 

broken concrete riprap (as 

specified) as shown in the 

Drawings, including geotextile, 

placement of material, and any 

backfill necessary, complete in 

place. 

$0.00 $0.00 



12 1 LS 01 57 23.02

Care of Water, including but not 

limited to control of ground, 

surface, and canal water or any 

other water encountered 

throughout the contract 

duration, as detailed in 

Specification Section 01 57 

23.02 – Control of Ground 

Water and Surface Water and 

all applicable notes on 

Drawings, complete in place. 

The minimum cost for this 

item shall be equal or greater 

than $250,000. 

$0.00 $0.00 

A4. Total for Proposal Option No. 4: $0.00

B. EXTRA UNIT PRICE ITEMS (NOT USED)

B. Total Extra Unit Price Items: $0.00

C. CASH ALLOWANCES (NOT USED)

C. Cash Allowances: $0.00

D. ALTERNATE ITEMS (NOT USED)

D. Total Alternate Items: $0.00 
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